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called at Constable's and was received by the handsome
young white-haired son of George Meredith, who asked
me to write a book. An American publisher would have
mapped out a direction, and pointed out the material, but
A book was too vague.
I perceived that I was being offered the realization of my
dreams, but I was hopelessly at sea. I wrote a novel and
showed it to some friends. Letters from George Moore,
Frank Swettenham, Robert Hichens, Ashmead Bartlett and
A. E. W. Mason reveal the astounding trouble they took
to criticize my naive effusions, with the result, however, that
the work never found its way to Mr. Meredith ! George Moore,
I think it was, who killed it, although he never meant to;
in fact, he got quite cross because I would not re-write as he
advised. He little knew how utterly the quality of his praise
had crushed me. It was from Seaford House on June zgth,
1907, that he wrote :
11 ... It was with difficulty that I restrained myself this afternoon
from writing to you that I had read a third of your book and liked
it so much that I had to tell you before reading any further. The
phrases that rose up in my mind were : ' What a dear little book she
has written and what a charming girl she must be to have thought so
well, so truly and so prettily. . . . ' ' There are just a few points to
correct and if she were staying in the same house with me it would be
a pleasure to revise her book with her ; a few touches here and there,
deftly done—for it would be a thousand pities to do anything that
would change the petal-like flutter of her pages, scented with all the
perfume of her young mind.' ' A real young girl's book.'
" These sentences reflect the thoughts that your book inspired
fairly well. It was not until you entered on your story that I began
to get critical. To tell a story truthfully and to tell it nobly would
seem to be one of the most difficult things to do. Everybody fails
except Tourgeneff; that is my opinion or very nearly, so you must
not be cast down if I tell you that your story needs mending. In
the course of a long conversation I might be able to throw some light
on the intricate question of narrative, and might perhaps suggest
how your story be made more true, more significant of human
nature. And the time would be well spent, for your writing flowers
out of a mind that thinks and feels clearly and beautifully,"
I could not bear that my book should be called " a dear little
book." I could not bear to be a charming girl " who thinks
prettily." And then the humiliating summing up " a real
young girl's book " ! I realized in that one sentence the hope-
less limitation of my experience and knowledge of life. I

